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1. Much of the most compelling art made over the past decade 

has been marked by a distinctive spatial turn. This turn is 

inflected to varying degrees with a concern for the intersec-

tion between the topographical formations and deformations 

of land, on the one hand, and the territorial determination of 

such formations in political, economic, and cultural terms, on 

the other. Emerging from a number of critical problem sets 

developed in the late 1990s and early 2000s (site-specificity, the 

archival impulse, the parafictional), this turn is evident in a wide 

spectrum of practices, ranging from the oblique spatial poetics 

of Francis Alÿs and Matthew Buckingham, to the experimental 

geographical research of the Center for Land Use Interpretation 

and Trevor Paglen, to the counter-memorial landscape inves-

tigations of Jennifer Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla, Ayreen 

Anastas and Rene Gabri, and Andrea Geyer, to the activist 

program of “tactical cartography” put forth by the Institute 

for Applied Autonomy.2 These internally variegated practices 

constitute neither a rejective break with nor a simple revival 

of “historical” Land Art, which has sometimes functioned as a 

perfunctory reference point in assessments of contemporary art 

that deals with landscape and land use.3 With varying degrees 

of historical self-consciousness and polemical intent, contem-

porary practices are involved in a kind of art-historical parallax. 

As described by Hal Foster, parallax “involves the apparent 

displacement of an object caused by the actual movement of 

its observer. This figure underscores both that our framings of 

the past depend on our positions in the present, and that these 

positions are always defined through such framings.”4

In the essay that follows, I will not be explicitly addressing 

contemporary practices. Rather, I will reconsider several 

important moments in the emergence of Land Art in light of 

the historical events and pressing conceptual problems to 

which contemporary spatial practices demand that we respond. 

Present-day Land artists are concerned with the imbrications 

of media technologies and terrestrial matter, the mnemonic, 

economic, and political inscription of territory, and the crises 

and conflicts surrounding ecological life-support systems at 

local and planetary scales. Their work simultaneously illu-

minates and interrogates certain questions inhering in the 

legacies of historical Land Art, which have often been down-

played, if not ignored altogether.

2. Historical Land Art has frequently been posited as the quin-

tessence of site-specificity. Radicalizing the phenomenological 

here-and-now of, say, Robert Morris’s 1963 Green Gallery 

installation in New York (often cited as a landmark of Mini-

malism), works of Land Art are said to epitomize the grounded 

actuality of place and the irreducible physicality of land as 

Land Art in Parallax: Media, Violence, Political Ecology
Yates McKee

The authentic artist cannot turn his back on the 

contradictions that inhabit our landscapes.

—Robert Smithson1
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a “raw” material or process. They do so in opposition to two 

other models: first, the disembodied viewing subject posited 

by high modernism, and second, the contemporaneous project 

of conceptualist dematerialization. Though Land Art per se is 

curiously marginal to Miwon Kwon’s canonical discussion of 

site-specificity, her primary allusions to Land art (metonymized 

by “the Nevada desert”) place it firmly within an approach to 

site as “something grounded, bound to the laws of physics . . . 

an actual location, a tangible reality, its identity composed of 

a unique combination of constituent physical elements.”5 This 

“classical” approach to site-specificity functions as a foil for 

Kwon’s account of the gradual “crisis” and “unhinging” of site, 

which she links to endogenous developments within artistic 

practice and to the cultural, political, and economic dynamics 

of capitalist globalization. Kwon’s narrative is avowedly 

heuristic, and she stresses that her phases of site-specificity 

(phenomenological, institutional-critique, and discursive) do not 

necessarily proceed in a linear fashion and may indeed overlap. 

Nonetheless, Kwon leaves the distinct impression that Land 

Art was concerned primarily with the “actuality of place,” and 

thus anterior to the problematic of “deterritorialization”—the 

inscription of the physical terrain of the earth into expanded 

networks of media technologies, policy regimes, and polit-

ical economies that constitute all sites as nodal points of 

historically uneven and politically contested exchanges, flows, 

and displacements.6

More recent research, however, has demonstrated that  

from its inception historical Land Art was engaged with issues 

of deterritorialization in ways that were variously symptomatic, 

critical, and, most frequently, ambivalent. Authors such as Jane 

McFadden point to the central role played by media technolo-

gies in the conception and realization of works of Land Art, 

a role that goes beyond the problem of simply documenting 

a site-specific work that would otherwise exist independent 

of its mediatic displacement, archival inscription, and public 

circulation.7

Indeed, the moniker “Land Art” first came into being as 

the title of a 1969 German public television program produced 

by Gerry Schum. The program featured a spectrum of sculp-

tural and performative works by artists such as Walter De 

Maria, Michael Heizer, Richard Long, Robert Smithson, Dennis 

Oppenheim, and Jan Dibbets, addressed self-consciously to 

the film-camera and broadcast audience. Describing what he 

(correctly) perceived as a paradoxical or ironic structure emer-

gent within the discourse of site-specificity, Dibbets remarked, 

“the whole thing is specially constructed for TV, so on the 

moment people are looking at this project on TV they have 

(during that time) an original artwork by Dibbets in their room.”8
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Robert Smithson. Airport Site Map, 
1967. Pencil, 48.3 × 61 cm (19 × 24 in.). 
© Estate of Robert Smithson, Courtesy 
of James Cohan Gallery, New York. 
Collection of the Modern Art Museum 
of Fort Worth, Gift of the Estate of 
Robert Smithson. Licensed by VAGA, 
New York, N.Y.

Such questions had already been broached in what is 

 arguably the foundational document of Land Art: Robert  

Smithson’s 1966 essay, “Towards the Development of an  

Air Terminal Site,” which was written in response to a 

 commission extended by Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton, 

an engineering and architecture firm then working on a  

plan for the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport. Smithson was  

acutely interested in the airport as a construction site, 

 especially the computational surveying techniques used  

by engineers to scale between abstract models and actual 

building processes on the ground. Smithson’s exposure to  

the working methods of surveyors led to his realization that 

“all air and land is locked into a vast crystalline lattice” of 

cartographic technologies, electronic media networks, and 

aerial positioning systems, including those based on nascent 

satellite-imaging techniques.9 Invoking a history of planetary 

telecommunications bookended by Alexander Graham Bell 

and Buckminster Fuller, Smithson recognized the  irreducibly 

mediated character of space, whether by maps, diagrams, 

cameras, clocks, screens, or some combination thereof. In 

particular, he was intrigued by two interrelated artistic possi-

bilities for the airport: that artworks might address an audience 

traveling thousands of feet above the surface of the earth, and 

that the construction of such works might be recorded and 

broadcast via television cameras to passengers waiting in the 

terminal.10 Smithson praised the “aesthetic potential” of “aerial 

photography and air transportation,” which “brings into view 

the surface features of this shifting world of perspectives,” 

transforming the landscape from a “rustic garden” into “a 

three-dimensional map.”11

Smithson took the airport commission as an opportunity to 

extend a set of secondary commissions to three colleagues. In 

critical dialogue with the surveys, borings, excavations, clear-

ings, fillings, and gradings involved in the airport’s construction 

process, Robert Morris proposed an “earth mound” and a 

series of asphalt pavements, inspiring Smithson’s remark that 

“Morris would like to use a bulldozer rather than a paintbrush.” 

Sol LeWitt planned an iteration of his ironically non-visual 

1968 project, Buried Cube Containing an Object of Importance 

but Little Value. For his part, Smithson suggested a large-scale 

version of his 1968 sculpture Gyrostasis, unfolded flat against 

the ground as an articulation of triangular pavements whose 

crystalline structure would be legible from an aerial perspec-

tive. (This prefiguration of Spiral Jetty retrospectively suggests 

the centrality of the helicopter-camera assemblage to his later 

work.) Whereas Morris, LeWitt, and Smithson’s proposals, 

though heterodox, would in principle have been plausible for 

the (ultimately unrealized) airport project, Carl Andre adopted a 
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more sardonic tone. As recorded by Smithson in his 1969 article 

“Aerial Art,” Andre called for “A crater formed by a one-ton 

bomb dropped from 10,000 feet/or/An acre of blue-bonnets 

(state flower of Texas).”12

Andre’s project links the technologically enabled aesthetic 

shifts associated with Smithson’s “three-dimensional” map 

to a politics of terrestrial destruction.13 Aerial photography 

and air transportation are here associated not only with the 

increasingly ubiquitous perceptual reorientation of the airline 

passenger (to whom the emergent genre of “earthworks” 

might be addressed), but also with the airborne bombardier 

testing nuclear weapons in the Southwestern desert or flying 

sorties over Vietnamese villages. The second part of Andre’s 

proposal—an acre of bluebonnets—evokes state iconographies 

linking geographical territory, biological life, and supposed 

regional character.

3. Andre’s ironic “proposal,” with its hyperbolic extremes of 

military obliteration and nostalgic preservation, was unique in 

early discussions of Land Art for its polemical insistence that 

the production and perception of landscape is bound up with 

historically specific forms of political control, technological 

deployment, and ideological overdetermination.14 His proposal 

thus provides an urgent contemporary counterpoint to the 

emergent landscape imaginary of Michael Heizer, which was 

itself marked by a certain dialectics of extremity shadowed by 

military violence.

To describe Heizer’s work in terms of a “landscape imagi-

nary” complicates the artist’s obstinate appeal to the raw 

phenomenology of land, as in his famous axiom that “place is 

the material, and the material is the place.”15 Through Heizer’s 

various procedures of displacement, excavation, subtraction, 

and incision, the status of place is decentered. The viewer is 

thus forced to encounter traditional sculptural problems of 

scale and perspective, volume and mass, figure and ground, 

line and color in terms of a fundamental void in the spatio-

temporal coordinates of perception and consciousness.16 It is 

important to note, however, that the logic of negativity opera-

tive in Heizer’s work was sublated by the artist and many of his 

critical advocates into a set of highly problematic narratives, 

fantasies, and anxieties concerning the space of the desert. 

These narratives closely resonate with colonial-cum-primitivist 

discourses operative in art history specifically, and in social 

history more generally.

Heizer framed the Southwest desert as a space free of the 

European influences he still considered to be dominant in New 

York; it was thus the site of an authentically American art. For 

Heizer, like Jackson Pollock before him, America needed to 
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be understood in terms of its archaic, pre-Columbian essence, 

which he associated with a primordial intimacy with materials, 

sites, and environmental processes. In Heizer’s words, “I think 

earth is the material with the most potential because it is the 

original source material. It brought up all kinds of things about 

the prehistorical or preliterate past, and referred to traditions 

about art that were more interesting than looking at works 

in the Louvre or the Metropolitan.”17 Heizer’s appeal to pre-

Columbian origins was directly related to his experience as a 

teenager accompanying his father, a prominent archaeologist, 

on site visits throughout North and South America, especially 

in the Nevada desert. Indeed, Heizer identified as something of 

a “native” himself vis-à-vis Nevada. His father, a descendant of 

the region’s nineteenth-century European settlers, grew up in 

the state. Significantly, both of Heizer’s grandfathers worked as 

professionals in the mining industry, one as a geologist and the 

other as an engineer.

Appealing to this biographical background, Heizer imagined 

his work as a synthesis of the grandeur of what he (errone-

ously) called “preliterate or prehistorical” mark-making and 

building practices (the Nazca Lines incised into the Peruvian 

desert, the petroglyphs found throughout North America, the 

Mayan city of Chichen Itza on the Yucatán Peninsula) with the 

large-scale physical transformations of the earth enabled by 

new technologies of surveying and extraction. Among these 

technologies were explosives, whether for military or industrial 

purposes, which Heizer famously used in blasting out the first 

excavations for Double Negative (1969–70), the massive “cut” 

incised across a canyon that itself cuts between two mesas in 

Nevada.

For Heizer, then, the Southwestern desert was a Janus-

faced realm suspended between historical extremes. “We live in 

a world that’s technological and primordial simultaneously,” he 

explained to an interviewer in 1984. “I guess my art starts from 

this premise.”18 Alluding to weapons testing in the Great Basin, 

Heizer told the same interviwer, “The H-Bomb, that’s the ulti-

mate sculpture; the world is going to be pounded into the Stone 

Age, and what kind of art will be made after that?”19 Heizer’s 

remark merges a rhetoric of what David E. Nye has called “the 

American technological sublime” with a kind of apocalyptic 

primitivism, an extreme iteration of the end-of-art narratives 

that proliferated, with varying ideological inflections, through- 

out the twentieth century.20 For Heizer, this end of art—“the 

 ultimate sculpture”—is also the end of humanity as we know 

it, a sublime act of technological self-destruction that would 

return the world to a Stone Age akin to the “prehistoric, prelit-

erate” cultures from which he claims to take inspiration.21 To 

be clear, Heizer does not simply celebrate the hydrogen bomb 
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in the Futurist fashion of war-glorification diagnosed by Walter 

Benjamin in 1936. In Benjamin’s scenario, the artist “expects 

war to supply the artistic gratification of a sense perception 

that has been changed by technology,” so that humanity “can 

experience its own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure of the 

highest order.”22

However, Benjamin’s citation of the Futurist slogan “Fiat 

ars—pereat mundus” (Let art be created—let the world perish) 

does resonate uncannily with Heizer’s remark, which seems  

to grimly anticipate an unprecedented aesthetic  opportunity  

in the self-induced reprimitivization of humanity. Indeed,  

Heizer would shift during the mid-1970s from the subtractive 

procedures and ephemeral temporality of a work such as  

Nine Nevada  Depressions (1968) to the ongoing production of 

a sculpture-edifice constructed from locally derived concrete 

entitled Complex (begun in 1972). Inspired by the ritual archi-

tectures of pre-Columbian cultures, Complex is a monumental 

“blast shield” erected on Heizer’s private tract of land in the 

Great Basin in response to a nearby nuclear testing site. When 

asked by an interviewer in 1984 about the relation between 

these sites, Heizer responded, “Yes, it’s a highly charged area, 

but I am reluctant to discuss it that much. . . . Part of my art 

is based on an awareness that we live in a nuclear era. We’re 

probably living at the end of civilization.”23

Unlike the performative irony of Andre’s proposal for the 

Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, which aimed to warn the would-be 

land artist about the historical entanglements and  complicities 

involved in engaging new scales and technologies, Heizer’s 

evocation of bombing has a tone of deadly serious survivalism 

that transcends any such transitory political concerns. Heizer 

imagines the desert as a sublime emptiness that testifies to 

the ends of civilization (vanished pre-Columbian mark-makers, 

soon-to-be-vanished advanced technological society) and to  

the rebirth of art, “re-immersing [it] in the aura and sacrality of 

the archaic ritual typical of Mesoamerican religious cultures.”24 

In such a fantasy scenario, Heizer qua artist would emerge as  

a post-historical demiurge, reestablishing civilization on the 

basis of an elementary affinity with the materiality of the earth 

itself.

In his approach to the desert as an exemplary site, “tech-

nological and primordial simultaneously,” Heizer dehistoricizes 

the Southwestern landscape. He calls for us to read the 

landscape only in terms of its prehistorical origins and post-

historical desolation, an eschatlogical master-narrative that 

effaces the contested histories of land use inscribed in the 

putatively empty sites in which Heizer made his interventions 

and onto which he projected his Janus-faced fantasies. These 

histories implicate Heizer’s own ancestors in the development 
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Richard Long. A Line in the Himalayas, 
1975. Silver gelatin print, 88 × 124 cm  
(34 ª × 48 ¾ in.). Sanders Collection,  
Amsterdam. © 2010 Richard Long/
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ 
DACS, London. Courtesy of James 
Cohan Gallery, New York/Haunch of 
Venison, London.

of geological surveying, resource extraction, and even archaeo-

logical research in the region, all of which were intimately 

bound to the territorial expropriation of indigenous peoples by 

the United States government in the second half of the nine-

teenth century and beyond. Such events are obliquely inscribed 

in Heizer’s apparently remote sites, such as Massacre Dry Lake, 

named for an 1863 attack by displaced Shoshone on a caravan 

of Euro-American settlers whose bodies were reportedly buried 

in a unmarked mass grave.25

4. The landscape imaginary of Heizer finds a counterintuitive 

echo in the work of Richard Long. The English artist has loudly 

proclaimed his distance from American practitioners of Land 

Art, whom he accused of adopting a technologically domi-

neering, possessive, and ultimately destructive relation to the 

landscape. Against the use of giant earth-moving machines and 

the purchasing of sites for the realization of their works, Long 

claimed to tread lightly on the earth, using simple gestures of 

marking (sticks, small stones, footprints) to leave ephemeral 

trails across the grounds over which he passed on his walking 

exercises, which were then preserved as spare photographic 

documents. While sometimes deriving his routes from, or in 

relation to, ready-made road maps, in general Long has treated 

the supposedly natural landscape as a neutral surface for 

the projection of a universal phenomenological exploration of 

time, space, and embodiment. Though his work is formulated 

in dialogue with Minimalism and Conceptualism, Long has 

supplemented the latter’s concerns with material processes 

and automatic programs with a neo-Romantic desire for spiri-

tual reconnection between a tragically alienated humanity and 

the primordial “being” of the earth. His subtle formal interest 

in inscription and erasure, presence and absence, appearance 

and disappearance notwithstanding, Long has arguably been 

complicit with a sense of the landscape and humanity alike 

as unmarked terms that somehow precede or transcend the 

violent histories inscribed into them. Consequently, he evades 

the ethical and political responsibilities that an avowal of such 

histories would entail. This becomes especially evident in his 

walking projects in locations such as the Saharan desert and 

the Himalayan mountains, which he treats as either “empty” 

sites of the non-human sublime, or as realms of a primitive 

ontological reciprocity between indigenous social groups and 

their physical environments.26 In so doing, however, Long falls 

prey to what Johan Fabian famously diagnosed in his Time 

and the Other: How Anthropology Makes its Object (1983) as the 

“denial of coevalness” on the part of traditional anthropology—

the tendency to situate cultural systems that are geographically 

remote as somehow existing in a static, prehistorical era.27
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While opposed at one level, artists such as Heizer and  

Long share an approach that proclaims an affinity with indig-

enous site-marking practices while participating in the erasure 

of the entangled, modern histories of existing landscapes. In 

her canonical 1979 account of “sculpture in the expanded 

field,” Rosalind Krauss disarticulated work such as Heizer’s 

and Long’s from humanist art-historical master-narratives 

understood on the scale of “millennia rather than decades. 

Stonehenge, the Nazca lines, Toltec ball courts, Indian burial 

mounds—anything at all could be hauled into court to bear 

witness to this work’s connection to history and thereby to 

legitimize its status as sculpture.”28 Against the trans historical 

horizons of these accounts, Krauss insisted that such work 

needed to be understood in terms of a logical permutation 

of a set of culturally specific terms—sculpture, architecture, 

landscape—as elaborated in Western art history since the 

eighteenth century. Krauss’s point remains methodologically 

irrefutable in terms of the structural and historical condi-

tions of possibility for the emergence of post-Minimalism. Her 

dismissal of any relation to ancient or non-European practices 

of building and marking, however, fails to address the incon-

venient fact that many of the artists she addresses did indeed 

express an intense interest in such phenomena, though with 

varying degrees of critical awareness. The danger of taking 

such an interest at face value is evident in Lucy Lippard’s 

remarkable but highly flawed work Overlay: Contemporary Art 

and the Art of Prehistory (1983), which rehearses exactly the kind 

of transhistoricizing humanism that Krauss warned against 

five years earlier. The question for us today is: What would it 

mean to take seriously the question of indigeneity that haunts 

historical Land Art, and how would we then evaluate the various 

legacies of Land Art in contemporary work concerned with land, 

territory, and space?29

5. Dennis Oppenheim’s site-specific interventions in the 

Southwestern desert and elsewhere during the 1970s provide 

a provocative entry point to this set of questions. Rather than 

apocalyptic endgames (Heizer) or tread-lightly idealism (Long), 

Oppenheim articulated a more complicated understanding of 

the relay between technology, land, and territory. Along with 

Smithson, Oppenheim was arguably the only artist of his gener-

ation to acknowledge the irreducible mediation of any land 

whatsoever in terms of its technical and administrative inscrip-

tion qua territory, no matter how apparently remote or desolate 

the site. In Timeline (1968), for instance, Oppenheim combined 

a moving snowmobile and a running chainsaw to inscribe an 

ephemeral cut through the middle of the frozen St. Johns River. 

The work marked the invisible latitudinal boundary between 
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Dennis Oppenheim. Relocated Burial 
Ground, 1978. El Mirage Dry Lake, 
Southern California. Asphalt primer, 
2000 square foot intersection. 
 Courtesy of the artist.

the United States and Canada, as well as the vertically oriented 

international line demarcating the Eastern and Central time 

zones. Oppenheim’s incision was preserved as a photographic 

document and displayed in a kind of pin-up archival arrange-

ment alongside a cartographic representation of the site and a 

photograph of an actual state-sanctioned boundary marker.

From the late 1960s through the late 1970s, Oppenheim 

created a series of works that combined terrestrial, photo-

graphic, and cartographic site-marking, thereby complicating 

any appeal to the “actuality of place as a physical location,” as 

Kwon describes it in her history of site-specificity. The most 

resonant piece for our purposes is one of Oppenheim’s last 

earthworks, Relocated Burial Ground (1978). Here, the artist 

inscribed an enormous letter X in asphalt primer in the middle 

of the dry El Mirage Lake in California. With each arm of the X 

measuring 610 feet, the complete work was only visible from 

an aerial viewpoint, as imagined by Smithson in his 1969 essay 

“Aerial Art.” The X serves both to indicate or point to the spot, 

and to negate or cancel it, simultaneously preserving it for 

memory and consigning it to oblivion. Marking the spot as the 

target of a future attack or a past violation, Relocated Burial 

Ground questions the site’s spatiotemporal identity and our 

relation to it. This sense of site-insecurity is compounded by 

the title of the work, which evokes the cultural sacrality of the 

burial ground qua place while suggesting its profane disloca-

tion, uprooting, or disinterring. Relocated Burial Ground does 

not overtly comment on the specific histories of the region, but 

it does imply that every square inch of the American Southwest 

is the “scene of a crime” (to paraphrase Walter Benjamin).30 

Such a forensics of territory reads “site” as a traditional resting 

place of the people who once lived there at the same time that it 

evokes their violent displacement and effacement.

Relocated Burial Ground can thus be seen as a counter-

monument informed by a post-Minimalist concern with entropy 

as well as an ethical concern, however oblique, with bearing 

witness to the absent traces and marks of others in the land-

scape. As one critic described it, “the asphalt primer would 

not have left an indelible mark on the landscape; instead, it 

disappeared in the same way that ancient burial sites may have 

been erased or buried as the forces of nature erase man-made 

markings on the land.”31 Rather than posit a transhistorical 

affinity—whether apocalyptic or nostalgic—between the post-

minimalist marked site and the site-markings of the original 

inhabitants of the American Southwest, the mnemonic play 

between appearance and disappearance, inscription and 

effacement, indication and negation at work in Relocated Burial 

Ground stages a kind of ambivalent violence, implicating us in a 

scenario of profane disinterment and sacred witness-bearing.
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Ana Mendieta. Untitled (Silueta  
Series), July 1976. 1 of 9 chromo- 
genic prints, each 33.7 × 50.5 cm 
(13 ¼ × 19 π in.). © The Estate of  
Ana Mendieta Collection. Courtesy  
of Galerie Lelong, New York.

With these questions of media, witnessing, and violence in 

mind, a final figure to consider with respect to the contemporary 

genealogy of historical Land Art would be Ana Mendieta. In her 

famous Silueta series (1973–80), Mendieta impressed her own 

body into the ground of various unspecified “natural” landscapes 

(beaches, swamps, meadows), then photographed the ephem-

eral aftermath of this indexical process: outlines or traces of 

a body that was no longer present.32 Mendieta has often been 

assimilated to a primitivist ideal of ecofeminism that would posit 

an essential affinity between the supposed maternal genera-

tivity of the female body and the bounteous plenitude of Mother 

Earth, defined over and against the alienating forces of techno-

logical modernity.33 Mendieta herself often appealed to certain 

primitivizing tropes in both her own words and in her frequent, if 

oblique, incorporation of feminine iconographic forms evocative 

of prehistoric or non-European goddess worship (the Venus of 

Willendorf, for instance, or pre-Columbian and Afro-diasporic 

deities drawn from her own Cuban heritage).

Mendieta’s primitivist inclinations, however, were constantly 

checked by her interest in the indexical sign, examples of which 

included stains, shadows, footprints, wakes from boats, ashes, 

and smoke. Distinguished from a symbolic representation by 

the “absoluteness of its physical genesis” and bearing a “causal 

relation to its referent,” according to Rosalind Krauss, the 

indexical sign testifies to a “trauma of signification” that speaks 

to an irrecoverable absence or loss rather than to any spiritual 

vitality.34 Mendieta doubled this sense of absence or loss by 

insisting on a dialogue with the double indexicality of the photo-

graph. In other words, her work consists of indexical marks 

(photographic traces of light bouncing off physical surfaces onto 

light-sensitive film) of indexical marks (bodily impressions in 

the earth) otherwise destined to oblivion or effacement. Rather 

than original bodily events centered on the physical site of their 

enactment, Mendieta’s Siluetas were media events in their very 

conception. Structured by and addressed to the camera, the 

Siluetas “leave their site,” as Benjamin might put it, anticipating 

their own mediatic dislocation, public circulation, and archival 

accumulation beyond the auratic here-and-now of the indexical 

impression itself.35

Indeed, Mendieta’s interest in the indexical sign in the 

Silueta series is arguably marked by a forensic impulse first 

indicated in Untitled (Rape Piece) of 1972.36 Responding to a 

newspaper report concerning a rape at the University of Iowa, 

where Mendieta was then studying, the artist issued an open-

ended invitation to attend a performance at her home. Entering 

the room, viewers encountered Mendieta unclothed and bent 

over a table with what appeared to be blood running down her 

thighs and legs, as if she had just been sexually violated. This 
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media event thus functioned as a kind of performative supple-

ment to the cursory media coverage of the actual rapes that 

had been occurring at the university, suggesting the inadequacy 

of typical forms of publicity in the face of the ongoing reality of 

sexual violence.37

Without effacing the irreducible specificity of rape as a crim-

inal act, it is possible to extend the general forensic concern  

of Untitled (Rape Piece) to the overall interrogation of landscape 

in Mendieta’s Siluetas. Like Oppenheim’s Relocated Burial 

Ground, Mendieta’s work extends beyond its local instantiation 

to frame every square inch of the earth as the scene of a crime 

in which we are implicated as viewers or witnesses. While 

problematic in its essentialism, Mendieta’s feminist appeal to 

the alterity of “non-Western” mark-making systems—and her 

attention to the simultaneous effacement and preservation of 

those systems via technical reproducibility—resonates with 

what Craig Owens famously called the “discourse of others” in 

his 1983 critique of the ethnocentricism and androcentricism  

of Western art criticism.38

6. The counter-memorial forensic ethos at work in Oppenheim’s 

Relocated Burial Ground and Mendieta’s Siluetas indirectly 

relates to a remarkable text by Robert Morris entitled “Art 

and/as Land Reclamation.” Delivered at a meeting of the King 

County Arts Commission in Washington State in 1979 and later 

published in the journal October, Morris’s statement program-

matically aims to open the formal concerns and procedures of 

post-minimalist Land Art to questions of ecological remediation 

and environmental justice. In so doing, it extends the anti-

idealist model of ecology put forth in Smithson’s 1973 account 

of the “dialectical landscape” of Central Park. Constituted by 

geological and biological processes as well as socio-economic 

histories and technologies of mapping, photographic surveying, 

and infrastructural maintenance, Central Park served as the 

foundation of Smithson’s critique of what he called ecological 

“spiritualism.”39 In contradistinction to the latter, which posited 

nature as something preceding or transcending the realm of 

human activity to then be “preserved,” Smithson called for an 

ecological art that would acknowledge the immanent media-

tion, artificiality, and impurity of any landscape whatsoever. 

He himself presented a series of proposals for large-scale 

sculptural remediation projects to mining companies in Utah 

and Ohio towards the end of his life. While he was never able to 

realize them, he gave visual form to their underlying concerns 

in his Pop-Surrealist collage King Kong Meets the Gem of Egypt 

(1972). Here a giant earthmoving machine (GEM) at work in a 

strip mine in Ohio’s Egypt Valley is juxtaposed with the robotic 

ape “Mechani-Kong” from the post-Hiroshima Japanese 
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remake King Kong Escapes (1967).40 Critically ironizing the 

rhetoric of the “American technological sublime” that Heizer 

had taken as the deadly-serious horizon of his own practice, 

Smithson’s collage suggests his ambivalent desire to engage 

the material and psychic aftermath of monstrous-cum-

 monumental environmental destruction.

At once extending and complicating his late friend’s project 

(Smithson died in a plane crash in 1973), Morris’s statement 

ruminates on the possibility that art concerned with ecological 

remediation could very well become an aestheticizing alibi for 

the very forces it claimed to oppose. In other words, earthworks 

could end up performing a clean-up operation for environmen-

tally destructive corporations and government agencies. By 

suggesting the viability of “healing” the landscape on a site-by-

site basis, earthworks might work to legitimize further harmful 

activities instead of questioning the socioeconomic structures 

that gave rise to the destruction in the first place.

Morris opens the article by calling for close attention to 

the multiple agencies and forces at work in the discourse of 

land reclamation: “The issue of art’s potential involvement 

in land reclamation can only be focused through a perspec-

tive on the history, conflicts, and confusions involved in that 

admittedly broad cluster of topics related to land abuse: tech-

nology, mining, governmental policy and regulations, ecological 

concerns, and public opinion.”41 Morris goes on to perform 

an inventory of the environmental impacts of various forms of 

mining, along with statements by mining companies concerning 

their supposed commitment to pursuing reclamation programs.

Morris focuses on the work of Peabody Coal, a transnational 

energy company that “began operations at Black Mesa, Arizona 

in the 1960s. Leased from the Navajo and Hopi Indian tribes, 

400 acres a year are to be mined for 35 years.”42 The artist cites 

a claim by then-CEO Edwin J. Phelps to “make the land more 

useful than it was originally” through nutrient-intensive reveg-

etation of exhausted mining sites. As a counterpoint to Phelps’s 

statement of corporate benevolence, Morris invokes the 

following testimony by Ted Yazzie, an indigenous resident of the 

region: “It’s terrible when they work. Since they started, people 

began to change. The air began to change. It is something we 

have not known before. The plants seem to have no life. When 

the wind blows our way, the coal dust covers the whole ground, 

the food, the animals, the hogans, the water. The dust is dirty, it 

is black. The sun rises, it is gray. The sun sets, yet it is still gray. 

I imagine the night is gray.”43

Morris proceeds to relate Yazzie’s testimony concerning 

the deleterious effects of coal mining in Black Mesa to broader 

networks of energy production and its toxic byproducts, 

linking this specific site to an overall ecological crisis in the 

Robert Morris. Untitled Reclamation 
Project, 1979. Kent, Washington. 
Photographed in 1979 by Greg 
Skinner. © 2010 Robert Morris/Artists 
Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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United States and beyond. Citing Hans Magnus Enzenberger’s 

prescient 1974 article “A Critique of Political Ecology,” Morris 

lists among the “unintentional side effects of the industrial 

process” not only air and water pollution, but also “changes  

in climate, irreversible changes to rivers and lakes, and  

oceanographic changes.” Countering accounts of ecology that 

would take as their ethical horizon the so-called purification 

of the natural environment over and against the activities of 

a generic Man, Enzenberger calls for a political analysis that 

would link ecological crises to capitalist resource extraction, 

military-industrial activity, and social inequalities (such as  

the disproportionate levels of environmental risk to which  

indigenous groups are exposed).44

What role could art play in relation to such political-

ecological entanglements, other than superficially restoring 

devastated landscapes and neutralizing the marks of destruc-

tion left behind by corporations and governments? For Morris, 

a critical art of land reclamation would need to highlight the 

violent history of the landscapes in question. He himself only 

undertook one such project, which involved the sodding and 

concentric terracing of a nearly four-acre (1.6 hectare) aban-

doned gravel-pit in Kent, Washington. In this way, the extracted 

site was transformed into a phenomenologically dynamic 

amphitheater suspended between the naturally occurring 

topography and the mechanically determined contours of 

the quarry, deranging any traditional sense of scale, horizon, 

and ground as dictated by the history of Western landscape 

aesthetics. Though this project does little to commemorate 

the specific social, economic, and political dimensions of 

the site in question, Morris’s insistence on preserving the 

perceptually jarring crater-like depression of the industrial 

quarry—rather than smoothing it over in favor of a spuriously 

original topography—reads as an ambivalent compromise 

of his provocative suggestion that “such aesthetic efforts are 

incapable of signaling any protest against the escalating use of 

non renewable minerals and energy sources.” Citing one of the 

world’s largest man-made excavations, the Bingham Canyon 

Mine in Utah (managed by Kennecott Utah Copper), Morris 

asks: “What, one wonders, could be done for the Kennecott-

Bingham site, the ultimate site-specific work of such raging, 

ambiguous energy, so redolent with formal power and social 

threat, that no existing earthwork should even be compared to 

it? It should stand unregenerate as a powerful monument to a 

one-day nonexistent resource.”45

In this passage, Morris seems to take a certain masochistic 

pleasure in the sublime environmental scale and devastating 

ecological footprint of the mine. However, as with  Smithson’s 

King Kong Meets the Gem of Egypt, we should heed the 
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Enei Begaye, indigenous peoples’ 
rights advocate, and Wahleah Johns, 
co-founder of the Black Mesa Water 
Coalition, speaking at Power Shift ’09, 
March 6, 2009. Screen shot from video 
posted on YouTube (http://www.you 
tube.com/watch?v=o2f1nzY6_ro).

aggressively ironic tone marking his appeal to catastrophic 

monumentality, and place it in relation to his earlier evocation 

of the voice of Black Mesa resident and activist Ted Yazzie.

While Yazzie’s voice plays only an incidental role in Morris’s 

overall article, it can be read as a testimonial trace of the 

contemporary subaltern populations that unevenly bear the 

brunt of ecological risk from past and present capitalist land 

use. This trace significantly reorients the problem of indigeneity 

that haunted discourses of historical Land Art, as represented 

by the work of Heizer, Long, Oppenheim, and indeed Morris 

himself, whose slightly later essay “Aligned With Nazca” (1975) 

participated in a primitivizing fantasy about the supposed 

formal affinity between the Peruvian Nazca Lines and mini-

malist understandings of space.46 Rather than frame the desert 

as an apocalyptic wasteland (Heizer), a realm of primordial 

reciprocity with nature (Long), or even a site of cryptic violence 

(Oppenheim, Mendieta), Yazzie’s voice reminds us of the deep 

integration of the Southwestern desert in contemporary political 

economies and ongoing conflicts over the territorial expropria-

tion of indigenous landscapes and resource bases (including air, 

water, and soil).47 Indeed, Peabody Coal’s Black Mesa operation 

continues to be a major nodal point in indigenous struggles 

concerning land claims and human rights. In recent years, 

activists have begun to advocate for a broader vision of a post-

carbon energy economy, one that mitigates global warming and 

provides development opportunities for low-income areas and 

communities (including, for instance, tapping into the poten-

tial wind-power resources of many reservations). Black Mesa 

activists have come to articulate their demands for ecological 

remediation in terms of “climate justice,” linking their site-

specific grievances to those of other subaltern groups around 

the world suffering from the adverse effects of global warming 

and the regimes of resource extraction and consumption that 

lie behind it.48

7. Historical Land Art has traditionally been associated with 

“actual location” (as Kwon calls it in her heuristic account), 

over and against both the sitelessness of modernist art and 

the nomadic networks of global biennial culture. The thesis 

of the present text has been that Land Art was never simply 

grounded in actuality. Rather, it was always already involved 

(with varying degrees of historical self-consciousness) with 

questions of media, violence, and political ecology that extend 

far beyond either the phenomenological investigations of 

perception or the structuralist mapping of the expanded field 

put forth by Krauss. This essay also represents a departure 

from Lucy Lippard’s position, as expressed in her book Overlay. 

Lippard’s ecological primitivism and New Age mysticism tended 
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to idealize rather than interrogate the political, environmental, 

and territorial concerns running through the altered landscapes 

of historical Land Art. Indeed, it is arguably because of the 

“nostalgic” tendency of Lippard’s writing (as later diagnosed 

by Kwon) that many of the post-Land Art practitioners whom 

she advocated, including Agnes Denes, Helen and Newton 

Harrison, and Alan Sonfist, largely fell outside the purview of 

advanced critical writing in the 1980s and 1990s—as did their 

ecological concerns.49 Indeed, such work and the  criticism 

surrounding it often fetishized nature as pure exterior or ideal, 

thus disavowing—if not programmatically resisting—the post-

modern insight that “nature,” in Frederic Jameson’s words, 

“is gone for good.”50 Rather than proposing an apocalyptic 

endgame, however, Jameson was simply pointing out that 

every square inch of the earth has long been marked by the 

forces of global-capitalist resource use, and that any appeal to 

something or somewhere untainted by its constituent dynamics 

and conflicts would be highly irresponsible in ethical, political, 

and ecological terms. The intensive displacements, crises, and 

conflicts concerning territories and life-support systems under 

post-Cold War globalization have brought this long-existent 

condition into relief. The realization that “there is no outside”51 

retroactively reframes our sense of the problems and stakes 

involved in historical Land Art in terms of an “aesthetics of 

critical habitat” (as formulated by Emily Apter), in which “media 

and environment are increasingly difficult to disentangle as a 

semiotic system.”52 The best contemporary art concerned with 

space, land, and territory—by Jennifer Allora and Guillermo 

Calzadilla, Andrea Geyer, Eyal Weizman, the Center for Land 

Use Interpretation, and others—offers crucial insights into this 

project of reframing. In turn, art-historical research can itself 

become a resource for the future extension and radicalization of 

contemporary practice.
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